


These are the rules for Kinfolk which will be added to the Wolf Shade PDF, this so so that those 
playing Kinfolk will be able to easily download this version without any issue. 

Willpower
Kinfolk receive initial Willpower rating equal to the Garou of the same tribe they are originally from. 

New Merit Kin's Personal Totem
4 pt

Some Kinfolk are blessed with attention from the spirits.  Most of the time these Totems go to Mages 
or those who have learned to use Numina, however sometimes Totems will bless a Kinfolk with it's 
patronage.  This Merit allows the person with it to take the Background Kin Totem.

This will not cause a Kinfolk to be tied to a pack through a totem, though Kinfolk with a Personal 
Totem will find it easier to get along with a pack that has the same Totem as them. 

Kinfolk automatically get a – 1 diff on dealing with persons who follow the same Totem as them, they 
have a +1 diff to interaction with persons who follow a Totem that does not like their Totem, for 
example someone with the Totem Pegasus would get a + 1 diff to interact with those with the Totem 
Fenris

Kin Totem

The Kinfolk picks the Totem they wish to follow and the ban they will be upholding.  For each dot they 
put in this Background they receive one of the Totem's basic benefits or one from the Totem benefits 
list under the normal Totem Background.

This Background may not go above 5. 

Example:

My Kinfolk has the Kin Totem Falcon, he has two dots, he chooses to gain a permanent point of 
Honour Renown and a point of Leadership as his Totem benefits. 

Playing Supernatural Kinfolk
A Supernatural Kinfolk is required to have a Pack Storyteller to get into play.  The Supernatural 
Kinfolk can be anything the Pack Storyteller wishes to have in their game, however if they do things 
outside of pack territory they will be subject to Staff Storyteller rulings. 

The Staff reserve the right to remove Supernatural Kinfolk who are affecting the game as a whole in a 
negative manner.



Non-Garou Shifters will be rejected as possible Kinfolk.

Since all non-Garou Player Characters are Kinfolk, any supernaturals made are automatically 
considered to be kinfolk and are not required to purchase the Kinfolk Merit. 

Gifts for Kinfolk
Kinfolk receive a level one gift of their Tribe or Breed when they gain enough Renown to raise in rank 
as if they were a Ragabash. 

First Gift       - 3 Permanent Renown

Second Gift   -  7 Permanent Renown

Third Gift      - 13 Permanent Renown

Fourth Gift    - 19 Permanent Renown

Fifth Gift      - 25 Permanent Renown 

At each of the benchmarks a quest like a Rite of Passage or a Rank Quest will be run for the Kinfolk, if 
they pass they will receive a Gift.  Kinfolk can never get above Rank One Gifts. If the Rank One Gift 
they wish uses Gnosis or Rage, Willpower is substituted instead.

Any of the general Kinfolk gifts from the book can be substituted at any time.

Supernatural Kinfolk do not benefit from this bonus.  Whether or not your character is a Supernatural 
Kinfolk will be discussed with the Staff by your Pack Storyteller. 

Kinfolk Clarifications

Renown

Kinfolk character will be receiving Renown as they do tasks that show them to be useful Kinfolk.  This 
is because Kinfolk have something they gain with Renown milestones.  Galliards still need to sing 
about their actions at Moots, which may be harder than one thinks. 

The Kinfolk Factor

This side panel details information on the frequency of Garou and Kinfolk births to Garou and Kinfolk parents 
(in combination with each other, or with a human partner).  It also touches on the frequency of non-kinfolk births 
to a Garou or Kinfolk parent (as in, human offspring who are subjected to the Delirium to Garou and Kinfolk 
parents).

However in our game world it is much harder for Garou to figure out who is Kinfolk and who isn’t.  So these 
numbers may be completely wrong, and will likely rarely come into play. 
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